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No. VAS-15/Gen/meeting-20 13 Dated: 2~ovember, 2013

PGM (CMTS)/ GM (CMTS) Nodal Centre, Chandigarh/ Pune/ Kolkata/Trichy
GM (VAS), Chennai

Subject: Approval of transfer of talk time servIce by the VAS Providers on
SMS/USSD channels

The approval of the competent authority is hereby conveyed to launch of transfer
of talk time service by the VAS Providers on SMS/USSD channels. VASP may
offer services relating to this feature with the following terms & conditions.

I. The service will be a part of existing agreement of VASPs and be added as
an additional service in the service portfolio of agreement.

II. Transaction charges have been kept Rs 3/- as service will be provisioned on
MO request for SMS / USSD based bearer. It will be counted as end user
price (EUP) to subscriber.

III. Transaction will occur between two prepaid numbers only and will occur
only when donor has minimum balance of Transaction amount +
Transaction charges in his account. Negative balance will not be allowed in
any cases. In case donor does not have sufficient balance or does not fulfill
any condition, Transaction charge will be deducted for initiating the
gift/transfer process.

IV. Transaction charges / MO-SMS charges deducted as fee and will be shared
with VASPs as mentioned in financial conditions of the agreement for MO-
SMS/USSD based VAS.

V. SDP may interface between VAS Providers platform and IN. SDP's API
may facilitate the provisioning of credit/debit request of VAS Providers
platform to the customer account.



VI. Zonal units have to ensure a proper reconciliation mechanism so as to avoid
any fraud and forced activations. Zonal units may provide a suitable process
flow to the VASPS.

VII. All other terms and conditions of the agreement shall apply mutatis mutandis
to this additional service.

2. The zonal units are requested to take the necessary action for the
implementation of the service.

\~~\\,\\'j
V.K.Snarma

(VAS-III)
M:09868241941

Copy to:

1. Director CMf Director (Finance), BSNL Board- for kind information
please

2. PGM (Regln)/GM (NWO -CM)/ GM (Sales & Marketing-CM)/ GM
(P&P- CM), BSNL Corporate Office.


